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I get the cold, and the cold gets me. What a mess that was. On a lark, we both bought the loudest, ugliest
Hawaiian shirts for a previous pub crawl. Just three pubs and a fourth if we do things right. The apertures on
his head bleed inwards to nothingness, the fathomless depths in the pits of his eyes and gaping maw radiating
a network of questing cracks, as though his pale face was of the finest porcelain, unmade and glued together
once more. The eyeless, lipless thing in front of us snorted, and raised his glass of spider webs and dust. I like
to stay up to date. One of them, more sensitive than most, rubbed the gooseflesh from her forearm. White
foam crests the side of a sweating pint glass, spilling down the side in a lazy wave. Bubbles gasp into the
warm pub air, starting to smell of the press of the crowd, now that dinner is over. A little like cheap perfume, a
little like cheap aftershave, a little like cheap everything. The beer is pure gold and it drowns out the scent of
the place, and that alone is worth its price. The unmaking boy scratches a perfect white cheek, like scraping
knives over fine china. Something catches on his fingernail and he peels off a sliver of his face with the sound
of an egg hatching, placing the tiny triangle on the table, all sharp angles. There is no smash, nothing hits the
floor. Fighting was sometimes part of the Work, a pastime that consumed Bill and I for at least the decade
after Mum left the family business to us. Not a business at all, really. Bill and I finish our drinks. Oh, you two,
said the Mistress Pennyfeather, looking down at us with her wide eyes, with flecks of gold across the pupils
that you could just see when the light caught them. What would it take, to cling to this plane, to the material
when everything that was material about you is lost? A violence has been done to them, would you layer
another atop? So eager to take the easy way out of everything, you boys, she said and then she laughed. Want
me back working? The press of the crowd is there, smelling like longing, looking like a high street clothes
commercial and roaring like the ocean. Calm in the table in the corner that no one occupies for long. William
Pennyfeather is an exorcist worth his weight in salt, and he knows just how to pick them. The couple hide
from the throng, choosing not to show themselves. A ghost is always alone in a crowd, if they so wish. Some
ghosts fade like old photographs, smearing out as the will to give form to memory dissolves; sublimating like
ice on a griddle. Like the ones in front of us, standing behind a bar table piled high with bottles of varying
sizes, each filled with the same clear liquor. Vodka perhaps, or gin, ghosts got to choose their own poison and
this pair is pounding shots. The couple themselves are hard to look at, fully nude and denuded. They spoke
one at a time, for the weave tugged forcefully on the skinned cheek of the other when one spoke, a fitting
afterlife, perhaps, for a couple that spent more time talking above than at one another. The woman waits for
him to finish, upends her shot glass and slams it onto the table. Our condolences for your loss. We also heard
about Holborn. Bill shakes me back to the here and now. He has our drinks; the beer is flat, the froth thinned
out, in dismay in the plastic prison it finds itself escaping. Plastic pint glasses, no way for a beer to die. He
looks to me with his one good eye, the other staring lidless and dry. I raise the sad pint rather than drink of
their vintage. The couple shrugs, the motion travelling sinuously from bony shoulder to raw flesh and back
again. The world takes a breath; the beer pauses, tepid and flat on my tongue. I wipe my lips with the back of
my hand, a gesture both uncouth and unnecessary, only so that I can get something in between the venom I
want to spit out and the world at large. The couple, as estranged as they had been in their former lives, develop
a sudden but consuming interest in their bottles. Bill, with the social awareness of a ninety kilogram puppy,
doubles down. The second, well the second one implies intent. Thirty years of watching each other lay each
specific pressure-triggered explosive, knowing exactly where each fucking mine is and yet we always charted
our conversations straight over them. His plastic cup hits the table and topples, dribbling lager onto the wood.
We have places to go yet. The indentations in my own cup are the only record of our conversation. The
woman ghost leans forward, dragging her mate with her, touches her fingertip to my cheek and returns it to her
lips. A talent, like music or painting or sculpture. So we get to be famous? If you live well, if you do the Work
well, maybe. The Brothers Pennyfeather, I like the sound of that, Mother said. I asked, still stung by
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playground taunts. You two are witch-born, so you will take my name. The strong will think twice, the weak
will break upon it like waves on rock. You have a choice, my sons, she says, holding each of our hands,
squeezing hard enough to press palms bloodless. Being powerful is not a choice, being witch-born is not a
choice. The Woman Whose Name Has Been Said For The Last Time The crowd I press through is mindless, a
single squirming organism, with a thousand flailing limbs, a thousand gibbering mouths and a thousand,
thousand eyes, both flesh and electronic. A line snakes down the side of the building to the next place. Stares
drill holes in my back as I chase my brother out of the cold. Before we find the next ghost, I catch up with him
at the bar. Holborn was a shitshow, we were due one anyway. Too confident, too cocky. Bill was there
somewhere; somewhere was nowhere in the dark and the dark had teeth. The Mistress Pennyfeather had
bequeathed us more than a name; witches came in assorted sizes, and hers was a medium in talent and a
largeness of heart. Caring was the bigger curse of the two; seeing ghosts, in their myriad twisted forms, never
ceased to take a toll. Even ghosts avoid a place that charges ten pounds for bottled water. Except there is a
patch which my eyes slide off, the visual equivalent of oily ground. He leaves, his beer unfinished. The
Mistress Pennyfeather, speaker to the dead, was herself dying. Witches traded with death daily, and sooner or
later the stink of it soaked them through. When it came in less civilised times, it was slow and cruel; in flames
underfoot, interment, weighted stones. Death now came slower and no less cruel, with pain prolonged, with
hearts and lungs worked by pump and hose. Lucidity was a luxury, tidal in nature, dancing counterpoint to the
pain, controlled by little white moons in plastic cups after every meal. Then it was two moons, three moons,
then a silver spike right into the blood. I watched her die by parts, I watched her alone. The Last Free House:
My brother is lost, stopping in front of a wall and looking this way and that. The fight was a long time coming,
maybe since Holborn, but like quake and eruption alike, there were larger things further down grating on each
other. For once in our lives, we miss that first step, I swing through his face and stumble straight into him and
smash into the wall. Is it always going to be a fight? Of course it is. Not so much since then. Then I let it all
go, both the anger and the witch-gift our mum left us, loosening my hands and leaving a sigh to linger white
on the air in front of me. He opens a door next to me, a door where there had once been bare wall. Welcome to
the Last Free House. Booths in the back for groups, high backed leather. Dark wood, with water stain rings
bleached where customers sat while drinks once grew warm. At the edge of hearing, the echoes of happy
chatter, soft; as though from the next room. There are smells here, woven into the scent of the room; a Sunday
roast, dripping with gravy, crisped golden potatoes leaking steam. Behind the ghost sounds and the spectral
smells, there is something else, something familiar. I walk up the row of booths in alcoves, making my way to
the last, Bob trailing behind. Not a horror movie fear, dissipating between jumps. This one soaks through skin,
through flesh, nestling in the dark redness of marrow. There when you wake, there when you exhale.
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The Last Great Pub Crawl by John Shane and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available
now at calendrierdelascience.com

What the hell happened?! Check out your possible future Hosts below! Quite Possibly ; Fave Drink: Tequila,
sprinkled with regret Spirit Animal: Dolphin â€” Outgoing, intelligent, playful. Bumper Sticker for Life: Why
London Party Pub Crawl? And what it is? And what happened in LA!? Elephant â€” Great memory and
weirdly big ears: In his pastime he enjoys history, sarcasm, and scratching himself. Cary once punched a
prince in the face! Good people, long laughs, fluffy nights: ASK Cary what the girl with the coloured hair
said? His real dream is to work as a pilotâ€¦ or failing that, an air host- anything that has him working with
planes! Lucky Scott Bumper Sticker for life: Study hard, but party harder! My happy place Anywhere with
sun and a bar: ASK Luka what his parents said when he got his first tattoo? Buzzfeed says a rabbitâ€¦ ; My
Jam: Man, I feel like a woman! Have you seen the hosts?! ASK Aoife what her favourite drinking game is?
Bit of a mouthful?! Kat spends her days imparting her wisdom and dreaming about travelling â€” so ask her
for her favourite South American travel tips! Bumper Sticker for life:: ASK Kat how many tattoos she has?
And what happened with Roberto Escobar?! Sex with me - Rihanna Post Night-out Snack: Garlic sauce
sometimes with some chips and cheese Spirit animal: He loves all things sports, comedy and music, so ask
him about his favourite festivals! Moscow Mule My happy place: Party with the professionals! Pornstar
Martini Spirit Animal: ASK why Debs was famous for a week in Lisbon!? She loves make-up, travelling and
giving some serious sass â€” watch out for it! Peacock â€” Love to have my best assets on show ; Pet Hate:
And where her piercings are?? And goes in search of puppies on weekends. Every weekend Fave Drink:
Never be like you â€” Flume Pornstar name: Budge Birdland for real Bumper sticker for life: Professional
dancer Fave Drink: Why did the Mexican shoot his wife??? Make stories worth telling ASK David why he
lost his last job? Or where he had to get a tattoo after loosing a bet?! Whatever is on pub crawl discount! Tiger
like Frosties Tiger Tony: Undefeated in downing pints! ASK Tony what happened on the yacht in Croatia? Or
what his last job was? Ollie Wales By day, Ollie is a software consultant in the city Our cheeky, charming,
sheep-loving Welsh boy loves a bit of controversy - so be careful what you bring up! Fake it until you make it
Your Pub Crawl Philosophy: Londoners have seen it all. Why Nights Gone Wild?: Our hosts have passed the
toughest recruitment process imaginable. I grew up on a sheet farm: ASK Ollie why he was fired from his last
job? Leila London, UK Leila sleeps by day and works by night as a shot girl, pub crawler, and general Soho
area fanatic. Leila is a wannabe pirate but a very grounded art historian by trade I guess a Rottweiler because
Pottermore said so. Clapham common with a Kopparberg on a sunny day: Also attach a CV just for us to be
nosey! Believe it or not, there are careers to be made in Pub Crawls! Who knows where hosting could take
you?
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Chapter 3 : Where to Find Americaâ€™s 5 Best Pub Crawls
Discover great bars along Second Avenue in Nashville during a hour pub crawl led by an entertaining guide. Stop at four
to six bars in this historic downtown district on a walking tour that offers drink specials (own expense), stories about
Nashville's colorful history, trivia games, and live music at some venues.

And, in the name of research, it was high time I experienced the Disney monorail pub crawl for myself. With
date night in mind and your reader recommendations in our notepad thank you! Below is a guided recap of our
adventure. With one exception, we narrowed our crawl strictly to bars to keep in line with the pub-crawl
theme. Please drink responsibly and arrange to stay on property, have a designated driver, or use a rideshare
service like Uber or Lyft. Climb the sweeping staircases to wander the resort stopping for drinks, light bites,
and music as you please. Live jazz begins daily around 3: The last jazz set typically begins around 9pm.
Casual and quiet by day, live jazz bar by night Hours: I sipped on the Grand Cosmopolitan, which packed a
boozy punch and was worth every penny. My only regret is not making it back in time to hear the jazz band
and share the charcuterie board. For the past couple of years, Disney has made a conscious effort to include
local breweries on their beer lists. The bartender was even able to tell us a bit about the organic brewery, so I
was impressed! While this was not my first time here, I have always loved this spot, because it has a different
vibe every time you come. Outer Rim Lounge casual vibe great for people watching. Get your drink to go!
Just ask your bartender for a to-go cup and wander around the resort at your leisure. One of our readers,
Michelle, recommends grabbing a drink to go and heading to the outdoor patio under the monorail line for
firework views. After walking through a small tunnel, we arrived in a lowly lit room with spacious lounges
awash in a blue glow, a wraparound bar, and a peek-a-boo view of the restaurant seating area. Upon
recommendation from Adrienne of disneytripsandsips, we decided to share the massive 24 oz. Seven Seas
Lagoon cocktail. This over the top fishbowl drink is crazy sweet, but fun to sip just to say you did it. It feels
like an exclusive, hidden spot, that was truly beautiful and about as non-Disney as you can get. This was my
favorite drink of the day, just because we had so much fun trying to get the candy fish and bobas out of it!
California Grill The Basics Tips and tricks: Visit at sunset for magical views! Hannah knew to check in with
the California Grill concierge by the elevators for bar availability. As long as there are seats, you can go right
up and grab a seat at the bar without a reservation. The poached pear pizza and spicy kazan roll sushi were
perfect compliments to my Sake martini Thanks, Ray! The service, food, drinks, and setting practically scream
date night. We got off the elevator and the windows in the restaurant were half covered with a screen to block
the sun. However, as soon as the sun reached a certain spot in the sky, the screens went up, revealing the most
stunning view. My drink choice was the Tourist Trappe by M. The poached pear pizza was the icing on the
cake. Soak up the island flair at this tropical resort complete with beach bungalows, tropical drinks, and
beachy eats. By night, head to the pool and beach area where you can plant your bum in a chair and your feet
in the sand to watch the Magic Kingdom fireworks from afar. We paired that with an order of truly magical
pork nachos. I have to call out one of our readers, Natalie B. This was a fun and lively spot to pass the time
before heading downstairs to our final stop. Located right next to Ohana, this is an extremely busy spot. So,
keep that in mind. However, there are one or two TVs for those of you that might need to watch a game. Great
spot for waiting, but not for staying! And I second the pork nachos â€” so delicious! So put your name in then
wander up to Tambu Lounge to drink and eat to pass the time. Funky, interactive, and tropical Hours: As a
beach girl, I loved all of the tropical, islander details from the tiki drink menu to the bartenders chanting when
certain drinks were ordered. Hands down my favorite bar on the crawl and the perfect way to end the evening!
But, apparently, I forgot her love of tiki drinks and the beach. This was my third time here, so I chose to forgo
a tiki drink and get a Kona Brewing beer flight surprise, surprise! If you would like something to remind you
of your monorail adventure, some of the cups can be purchased as a souvenir! We choose to Uber and it
worked out wonderfully! Another alternative is to plan a weekend staycation at one of the resorts. Bringing
bags with you? Cushion a bit of extra time into your itinerary, as security checks are required at all resorts
before boarding the monorail. This was a quick, easy, and painless process for us although beware the lines get
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longer throughout the evening. The resort monorail travels in this order:
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Chapter 4 : - The Last Great Pub Crawl by John Shane
Great pub crawl! The tour lasted 3 hours and you get the chance to have a good time even if you are alone like I was. I
would give 10 out of 10 if I could, just for the great job done by the guides.

Shake up your Rio visit with this 4-hour Pub Crawl. A fun and easygoing night full of music, drinks and new
friends from all over the world. And of course, all this is filled up with several drink discounts and a VIP
entrance to all of the bars! The bars and clubs we visit during the tour are known places that locals love to
frequent. Our walkers are animated and responsible and they will guarantee a safe and unforgettable
experience for everyone joining our tours. The Pub Crawl is a great chance to make international friends, we
have people participating from all over the world. All the Walkers speak English, Spanish and Portuguese.
The caipirinha class also takes place here. Every weekend the streets of Lapa get full of out-goers. We will
check out the famous street party close by the famous landmark Arcos da Lapa. The drinking game is played
on this stop, to guarantee everybody gets relaxed until the next stop! A famous two floor samba club where an
animated live band performs traditional samba while local people give their best at the dance floor. But my
highlight was the pub crawl in Lapa! My friends and I had a great time dancing through the night in the very
vibrant Lapa nightlife scene. Either way, would definitely recommend doing a tour with the Walker tours
program as they are theoretically free, but definitely worth the money in tips. I personally really enjoyed the
pub crawl in Lapa Great pub crawl, really great staff. I did the Lapa pub crawl last week, it was pretty good, it
definitely resumes the soul of rio nightlife culture. I even learned how to make caipirinha. So totally
recommend it. Great way to see nightlife. I had a great time on the LAPA crawl. Out hosts Camilla and Daniel
were excellent. This was fantastic for meeting friendly locals and lot of international travelers who all seemed
relieved to meet others in a fun environment. I felt safe and enjoyed the information, energy, Capirinha tips
and drinking games of the hosts. Also great value for money. See also our Pub Crawl Ipanema Share:
Chapter 5 : Great pub crawl! - Seoul Pub Crawl, Seoul Traveller Reviews - TripAdvisor
The Best Bars & Lounges for a DIY Disney Monorail Pub Crawl. Written by Stephanie Patterson and Hannah Green.
Confession: despite living in Orlando for six years, I've still never visited the Disney theme parks.

Chapter 6 : The Prague Pub Crawl
Lake Travis has seven great restaurants and pubs accessible by boat. We've linked together the ultimate on the water
pub crawl visiting all eight venues with directions and distances.

Chapter 7 : Cool night out - Review of Sofia Pub Crawl, Sofia, Bulgaria - TripAdvisor
Boston Crawling's Private Pub Crawls are great for company outings, birthday parties, bachelor/bachelorette parties. We
can hold a Private Pub Crawl any day of the week and can be flexible with start times.

Chapter 8 : Pub Crawl Rio de Janeiro Lapa - Enjoy the Best of Rio's Nightlife
At London Party Pub Crawl, we have one major aim: to give everyone a great night out in London. Actually, more than
just "great." We want it to be the night that, on the morning after, you say, "Wow!

Chapter 9 : Belfast Pub Crawl - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
The Fenway Pub Crawl is a fun, entertaining way to learn about America's oldest ballpark, the history of baseball in
Boston, and enjoy local Boston Brews.
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